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ABSTRACT
MetaCompose is a music generator based on a hybrid evolu-
tionary technique that combines FI-2POP andmulti-objective
optimization. In this paper we employ theMetaComposemu-
sic generator to create music in real-time that expresses dif-
ferent mood-states in a game-playing environment (Check-
ers). In particular, this paper focuses on determining if differ-
ences in player experience can be observed when: (i) using
affective-dynamic music compared to static music, and (ii)
themusic supports the game’s internal narrative/state. Partic-
ipants were tasked to play two games of Checkers while lis-
tening to two (out of three) different set-ups of game-related
generated music. The possible set-ups were: static expres-
sion, consistent affective expression, and random affective
expression. During game-play players wore a E4 Wristband,
allowing various physiological measures to be recorded such
as blood volume pulse (BVP) and electromyographic activ-
ity (EDA). The data collected confirms a hypothesis based
on three out of four criteria (engagement, music quality,
coherency with game excitement, and coherency with per-
formance) that players prefer dynamic affective music when
asked to reflect on the current game-state. In the future this
system could allow designers/composers to easily create af-
fective and dynamic soundtracks for interactive applications.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Theory of computation→ Evolutionary algorithms;
• Applied computing→ sound and music computing;
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1 INTRODUCTION
This paper investigates the use of theMetaCompose [32, 33]
music generator in a game-playing context. Scirea et al. pre-
viously showed that the MetaCompose system is able to
reliably express moods in music [30], however it has to this
point not been demonstrated that such an affective music sys-
tem can improve player experience in the domain of games.
In this paper we aim at providing a first look at how much (if
any) effect the use of this kind of music system would have
on the perception of a game. The game chosen for this exper-
iment is American-checkers (see Section 4 for description of
this well-known game). Checkers is chosen for three reasons:
it is well-known, the game has simple rules that are easy to
grasp for even those players unfamiliar with it, and it has a
minimal amount of intrinsic narrative. While the two former
come from practical considerations, we wanted a game that
satisfied the latter requirement to remove as many variables
as possible that could influence perceptions of the game.
The research questions this study addresses are:
(1) can any difference in player experience (emotionally)
be observed when presented with affective-dynamic
music compared to static music?
(2) can differences be observed when the music is support-
ing the game’s internal narrative/state?
These research questions correspond to two hypotheses:
(1) players prefer background music with dynamic affec-
tive expression;
(2) players prefer background music where the affective
expression is consistent with the game state.
In short, the first question/hypothesis pair allows us to ex-
plore the effect of dynamic music, while the second tests
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Figure 1: A player interacts with a game and through this interaction updates an emotional model and an affective music
generator (MetaCompose). The game, potentially through designer annotation, tells the music generator in what emotional
state it would like the player to be in. At the same time an emotional model of the player estimates the current emotional
state of the player. The music composer, by consulting the emotional model, decides what affective expression to match to the
music. Finally by listening to the music, the player’s emotional state is influenced.
the effect of adaptive music. To this end we present and dis-
cuss the results of a participant-based evaluation in which
test-subjects are tasked to play two Checkers games with
musical accompaniment. Both self-reported data is collected
– through a questionnaire – as well as physiological data via
sensor input.
This paper presents results that support the two hypothe-
sis, especially in showing preference towards dynamic affec-
tive music. The results showcase the potential of theMeta-
Compose system – and by extension other affective music
generator systems – and, more importantly, they suggest that
the affective/dynamic music generation paradigmMetaCom-
pose is based on (see Figure 1) can lead to an improved player
experience.
2 MUSIC GENERATION AND GAMES
Procedural generation of music is a field that has received
much attention in the last decade [18], which is briefly sum-
marized in this section.
Wooller et al. [36] identifies two categories of procedural
music generation, namely transformational and generative
algorithms.MetaCompose [32], falls in the latter category.
Transformational algorithms act upon an already prepared
structure (audio clips, MIDI files, etc.), for example by having
music recorded in layers that can be added or removed at
a specific time to change the feel of the music. Note that
this is only one example and there are a great number of
transformational approaches [1, 2], but a complete study
of these these is beyond the scope of this paper. Generative
algorithms instead create the musical structure themselves,
which leads to a higher degree of complexity in keeping the
produced music of consistent quality and coherence, espe-
cially when wanting to connect the music to game events.
Such an approach requires more computing power, as the
musical content has to be created dynamically and on the
fly. An example of this approach can be found in the game
Spore: the music generators were created by Brian Eno with
the Pure Data programming language [21], in the form of
many small samples that assemble to create the soundtrack
in real-time.
MetaCompose adopts the latter approach, in particular fo-
cusing on generative procedural music generation in games
for emotional expression. While the topics of affect [3], semi-
otics [10] and mood-tagging [14] are also interesting and
significant, the focus of this system is real-time generation of
background music able to express moods during game play.
Many projects focus on expressing one (or more) affective
states; an example is described by Robertson [23], where
a music generator is developed to express fear. There are
parallels between Robertson’s work and MetaCompose, for
example musical data is represented via an abstraction (in
Robertson’s case via the CHARM representation [34, 35]),
yet Scirea et al. [32] claim their system has a higher affec-
tive expressiveness since it is designed to express multiple
moods in music. A more extensive example of a generative
music system targeted at expressing particular emotions is
described by Monteith et al. [20] using Markov models, n-
grams and statistical distributions from a training corpus of
music. Chan and Ventura’s work [6] focuses on expressing
moods; yet their approach relies on changing the harmoniza-
tion of a predefined melody, while MetaCompose generates
the complete musical piece.
There are many examples of evolutionary algorithmic
approaches to generating music, two notable examples are
the methods to evolve piano pieces by Loughran et al. [15]
and Dahlstedt [7], although many more can be found in the
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Evolutionary Computer Music book [19]. Other examples of
real-time music generation can be found in patents. Two
examples are a system that allows the user to play a solo
over some generative music [22], and another that creates
complete concerts in real-time [17]. An interesting parallel
between the second system [17] andMetaCompose is the
incorporation of a measure of “distance" between music clips
in order to reduce repetition. Still, neither of the patented
systems present explicit affective expression techniques.
As the final objective, MetaCompose is designed to be
employed to create computer game music. It is therefore
important to mention the work by Livingstone [14], which
defines a dynamic music environment in which music tracks
adjust in real-time to the emotions of the game character (or
game state). While this work is interesting, it is limited by
the use of predefined music tracks for affective expression.
Finally, another notable project in affective expressive music
in games isMezzo [4], a system that composes neo-Romantic
game soundtracks in real-time and creates music that adapts
to emotional states of the character, mainly through the
manipulation of leitmotifs.
3 METACOMPOSE
Scirea et al.’sMetaCompose consists of three main compo-
nents: (i) composition generator, (ii) real-time affective music
composer. This section presents a summary of the music gen-
eration method employed by MetaCompose, a more com-
plete description can be found in [33].
The composition generator (i) creates the basic abstraction
of a score that will be used by the real-time affective music
composer in order to (ii) create the final score according to a
specific mood or affective state. In other words, the composi-
tion generator (i) serves as a composer that only writes the
basic outline of a piece, while the real-time affective music
composer (ii) acts as an ensemble, free to interpret the piece
in different ways. The system also has an archivewhichmain-
tains a database of all the previous compositions connected
to the respective levels/scenes of the game-state while also
allowing a rank to be computed that measures the novelty
of future compositions compared to those previously gen-
erated.MetaCompose is designed to react to game events
depending on the effect desired. Examples of responses to
such events include: a simple change in the affective state,
a variation of the current composition, or an entirely new
composition.
Composition in the context of MetaCompose refers to
an abstraction of a music piece composed by a chord se-
quence, a melody and an accompaniment. It is worth noting
that the term accompaniment denotes another abstraction (a
simple rhythm and an arpeggio), not the complete score of
a possible accompaniment. The main reason for the decon-
struction of compositions is to produce a general structure
New 
Composition 
requested
Generate
chord 
sequence
Evolve 
melody
Insert 
rhytmical
information
Create
accompanimentDone
Figure 2: Steps for generating a composition.
(an abstraction) that we believe makes music recognizable
and provides identity. Generating abstractions, which them-
selves lack some information that one would include in a
classically composed piece of music (e.g. tempo, dynamics,
etc) allowsMetaCompose to modify the music played in real-
time depending on the affective state the interactive media
wishes to convey through the mood expression theory. The
generation of compositions is a process with multiple steps:
(i) creating a chord sequence, (ii) evolving a melody fitting
this chord sequence, and (iii) producing an accompaniment
for the melody/chord sequence combination (see Figure 2).
Scirea et al. [28, 31] define a number of features to include
(objectives) and to avoid (constraints) in melodies, these are
based on classical music composition guidelines and musical
practice. The constraints define that a melody should: i) not
have leaps between notes bigger than a fifth, ii) contain at least
a minimum amount of leaps of a second (50% in the current
implementation) and iii) each note pitch should be different
than the preceding one. Three objectives are used to compose
the fitness functions: a melody should i) approach and follow
big leaps (larger than a second) in a counter step-wise motion
(explained below), ii) where the melody presents big leaps the
leap notes should belong to the underlying chord and finally iii)
the first note played on a chord should be part of the underlying
chord.
When dealing with constrained optimization problems,
the approach is usually to introduce penalty functions to
act as constraints. Such an approach strongly favors feasible
solutions over the infeasible ones, potentially removing infea-
sible individuals that might lead to an better solutions. There
have been many examples of constrained multi-objective
optimization algorithms [5, 9, 11, 12]. MetaCompose’s ap-
proach to melody generation uses a combination of the
Feasible/Infeasible two-population method (FI-2POP [13])
and NSGA-II [8] dubbed Non-dominated Sorting Feasible-
Infeasible 2 Populations (NSFI-2POP [32]). This approach
combines the benefits of maintaining an infeasible popula-
tion, which is free to explore the solution space without being
dominated by the objective fitness function(s), and finding
the Pareto optimal solution in the presence of multiple ob-
jectives. The algorithm takes the structure of FI-2POP, but
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the objective function of the feasible function is substituted
with the NSGA-II algorithm.
4 CHECKERS
Checkers (Draughts, in British English) is a family of strat-
egy board games for two players. The invariant characteris-
tics of any Checkers-game variant are: pieces are uniform
(they all display the same game-play rules): movement is
strictly diagonal; captures are achieved by jumping over
opponent pieces; and captures are mandatory. There are
many Checkers-variants, which usually change the board-
size (such as the Polish-draughts, which plays on a 10 × 10
board) or variants based on capture constraints, but varia-
tions can also include changes to the core rules of the game
(in Italian-draughts pedine (men) pieces cannot capture kings).
The specific version we use in this study is the American-
checkers (or Straight-checkers). This version is played on an
8x8 checkered board with 12 pieces per side. The objective
of the game is to remove all enemy pieces from the game.
There are two types of pieces:
Men: initially all the pieces on the board are “men” (un-
crowned pieces). These pieces can move one step for-
ward diagonally or, in the event there is an empty
space behind an enemy piece, they can perform a cap-
ture by “jumping” the opposition.It is also possible for
the man to chain multiple enemy-captures if capture
constraints are satisfied.
Kings: Whenever aman ((uncrowned piece) reaches the
enemy end of the board (the King’s row), it becomes a
king. In physical games this is marked by the addition
of an further man token on top of the promoted one,
in software a crown sprite can added to the piece, as
in our experiment. King pieces obtain the ability of
moving and capturing backwards, they also have the
ability to chain captures.
AI for Checkers
Checkers was one of the first games to which AI was applied,
the earliest program was developed in 1951 by Christopher
Strachey. Since the 1990s Schaeffer’s Chinook program has
been the strongest Checker-AI, performing at the highest
human-levels. In 1996, it won the U.S. National Tournament
by an incredible margin [27]. Compared to other games such
as Go, Checkers is relatively simple, with its ≈ 1020 possible
positions and game-tree complexity of about ≈ 1040. It is
therefore not surprising that in 2007 Schaeffer et al. wrote
that “Checkers is solved” [26], declaring the game to have
been (weakly) solved from a computational point of view,
namely given both players never make mistakes, choosing
the best possible moves available to them, the game will
always end in a draw.
Another notable research work on Checkers was done by
Arthur Samuel, which in his 1959 seminal paper provided
arguably the world’s first reinforcement learning agent [25].
Moreover to battle the memory restrictions of the time he
designed what is now referred to as alpha-beta pruning.
5 EXPERIMENT DESIGN
The objective of this study is to explore if any differences in
the enjoyment and perception of Checkers game-play can be
observed through different configurations of affective music
produced byMetaCompose.
An experiment was devised where participants would play
two games of checkers, while listening to two (out of three)
different setups of generated accompanying music. During
game-play players were asked to wear an E4 Wristband,
this allows various physiological measures such as: Blood
Volume Pulse (BVP), galvanic skin resistance (GSR), and pe-
ripheral skin temperature to be recorded The three possible
experimental setups were:
• Static expression: MetaCompose rendered the accom-
panying music piece without change in affective ex-
pression throughout the game-play. This acts as a con-
trol group to find if differences arise between a static
and dynamic music accompaniment.
• Consistent affective expression: at the start of the
player’s turn, an evaluation of the game-state is made
and representative values of valence and arousal are
passed toMetaComposewhich then returns a suitable
music track as accompaniment. In this way the music
reflects the state of the game-play.
• Random affective expression: at the start of the player’s
turn, random values for valence and arousal are passed
to MetaCompose. This acts as a control group (like
group 1), but allows us to differentiate between differ-
ences due to random and guided dynamics.
Afterwards participants were tasked with answering four
comparative questions regarding the two games. Martinez
and Yannakakis [16] suggest that ranking produces more
consistent and reliable data when annotating affect informa-
tion, participants are therefore asked to compare two pieces
of music and rank them. The questions are:
• Which game did you find more engaging?
“The first one"/“The second one”/“Neither”/ “Both Equally”
• In which game was the music best?
“The first one"/“The second one”/“Neither”/ “Both Equally”
• In which game did the music better match how
exciting the game was?
“The first one"/“The second one”/“Neither”/ “Both Equally”
• In which game did the music better match how
well you were playing?
“The first one"/“The second one”/“Neither”/ “Both Equally”
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We also include the more neutral answers “Neither” and
“Both Equally” to avoid randomness in the data from partici-
pants who cannot decide which clip satisfies the evaluation
criterion better or worse.
A survey was prepared with HTML and PHP, using a
MySQL database to hold the data collected. The Checkers-
framework used is an open-source AI framework called
raven-checkers1which includes provision of a computer game-
playing agent. The PHP code externally invokes the Checkers-
framework through the exec() function, which effectively
stops the execution of the PHP code until the game termi-
nates. The experiment was designed for the participants to
play two games of Checkers with 2 randomly chosen set-ups
(repetitions of the same set-up were not allowed). As each
game can take between 5 and 10 minutes, the experiment
was designed to last between 10 and 20 minutes for each
participant.
6 EVALUATION OF THE GAME STATE
MetaCompose generates affective expression music based
on two parameters, valence and arousal [32]. To pass Meta-
Compose the valence/arousal coordinates, the state of play
for the human player needs to be evaluate so that the affec-
tive music generated reflects his/her game-state. We decided
to derive the valence value from a ‘utility-value’: meant to
describe how good the current board configuration is for the
human-player, while arousal is based on the possible moves
that the human-player can take (reflecting the sentiment
“how much is at stake for the next move?”). In this section
we will describe in detail how these calculations are made.
The utility-value used to describe valence is identical to
the metric used by raven-checkers to evaluate the game state.
It is derived from various features of the current game-state:
Piece count, Cramp2, Back-rank Guard, Double-Corner, Centre-
positions, Edge-positions, and Tempo. For a more detailed
explanation of these features we reference the reader to the
raven-checkers github page.
To calculate arousal we have decided to use, as a mea-
sure of “tension”, how many moves the player can take and
how much these can change the course of the game. For
example, if the player can make five moves but all are of
little consequence to the game-play, the arousal expressed in
the music will be low, while if there are moves that can im-
prove/worsen the game-play situation, the music will reflect
this by becoming more stressful. This is implemented by:
(1) Calculate all possible movesm from the current game-
state s .
(2) For each resulting game-state si = T (s,m) (where T is
the transition function that returns a new board state
1https://github.com/bcorfman/raven-checkers
2Checkers a “cramp” is a restriction of mobility in a region of the board
given an initial state and a move), calculate the best
move a that the adversary can take, and save the utility
value of state sii = T (si ,a).
(3) Once we have calculated the worst situation achieved
with every possible move, we calculate the standard de-
viation of such values. This gives us a measure of how
much the game could change from the current game
board, which we then use as input toMetaCompose’s
arousal parameter.
7 MUSIC GENERATION
The music in this experiment is not generated beforehand,
instead the music is generated in real-time by MetaCom-
pose. For each participant,MetaCompose creates a single
composition and uses that as the basis for the music gener-
ated in both of the player’s play-through of both Checkers
set-ups. In this way we ensure no difference in the player’s
response due to a potential quality difference between two
compositions, the baseline accompaniment is identical.
8 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The data collected corresponds to 29 self-reported compar-
isons and 34 recordings of physiological measurements, re-
spectively from 29 and 17 participants. We have only gath-
ered physiological measurements from 17 out of the 29 partic-
ipants due to an issue in the recording software. The analysis
of the physiological data is not included in this paper as it
didn’t produce any conclusive results.Recall that each partic-
ipant was presented with a randomized selection of 2 distinct
experimental set-ups (from the three described in Section 5).
Demographics
Out of the 29 experiment participants, 19 are males, 9 females,
and 1 participant did not express gender. The participants’
age has an average of≈ 28.9 years (stdev ≈ 5.9). In regards to
the other demographic features, expressed in 5-point Likert
scale (0–4), most people self-reported little experience with
the game of Checkers (avд = 0.89, stdev0.87, mode = 1),
and a considerable experience with computer video-games
(avд = 2.68, stdev ≈ 1.05, mode = 2). No matter how we
divide the population, the results are not significantly differ-
ent, possibly because of the limited number of participants
and their relative homogeneity.
Self-report
This section will discuss the results obtained through the
survey portion of the experiment. As shorthand we will refer
as the criteria the participants used to evaluate the games
they played using the labels: engage, best, exciting, well. Refer
to Section 5 for the complete text of the questions.
For now only consider definitive answers are considered
(i.e. the participant chooses one of the music clips presented);
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Figure 3: Visualisations of some of the metrics used to judge the state of the board: (a) examples of cramp, (b) the back-rank
guard, (c) the double-corner configuration, and (d) the two positioning areas (centre and edge).
Table 1: Participants’ answers to our criteria when
comparing the consistent and random set-ups. Also
shown are the p-values, calculated using a two-tailed
binomial test, and the Binomial Effect Size Display.
Engage Best Exciting Well
Preferred consistent 6 7 7 5
zP Preferred random 1 0 2 3
No preference 3 3 1 2
Total succ+fail 7 7 9 8
Binomial test 5.47E-02 7.81E-03 7.03E-02 2.19E-01
BESD 71.40% 100% 55.60% 25%
we will look at the impact of the neutral answers at the end
of this section. Under the definite choice constraint, the data
becomes Boolean: the answers are either “user preferred the
first set-up” or “user preferred the second set-up”. To analyse
this data a two-tailed binomial test is used, with as null
hypothesis that both categories are equally likely to occur
and, as we have only two possible outcomes, that probability
is 0.5. The Binomial Effect Size Display (BESD) [24] is another
way of looking on the effects of treatments by considering
the increase of success through interventions. This is an
interesting measure, as it elucidates how much of an effect
is created, in our case, by the different set-ups.
Consistent versus Random expression changes
From our test subjects, ten were shown the comparison be-
tween the consistent and static set-ups. As can be seen in
Table 1, a strong statistical significance can only be observed
for the best criterion. If we had adopted less stringent criteria
and used p-value cut-offs of .05 or .1, we would have seen
significant effects also for the engage (≈ .05) and exciting
(≈ .07) criteria. Thus the null hypothesis can be refuted (at
least for the best criterion) and a difference in distribution
can be inferred between preferring the set-up with consis-
tent affective expression compared to the random expression
set-up. This shows how the consistent set-up is perceived as
possessing a better overall music quality, and hints at leading
Table 2: Participants’ answers to our criteria when
comparing the consistent and static set-ups. Also
shown are the p-values, calculated using a two-tailed
binomial test, and the Binomial Effect Size Display.
Engage Best Exciting Well
Preferred consistent 8 7 6 3
Preferred static 1 1 1 1
No preference 1 2 3 6
Total succ+fail 9 8 7 4
Binomial test 1.76E-02 3.13E-02 5.47E-02 2.50E-01
BESD 77.80% 75% 71.40% 50%
to better engagement and better expression of excitement in
the game. The final criterion (well) gives us more inconsis-
tent results. In the next sections we will see how that seems
to be a consistent behaviour and we will discuss at the end
of the section why this could be such a difficult criterion to
evaluate. The BESD values reflect what can be inferred from
the p-values, especially highlighting how, while we do not
have strongly significant p-values, we see a high increase in
successes in the engage and best criteria.
Consistent versus Static expression
Ten participants were shown the comparison between the
consistent and static set-ups. As can be seen in Table 2, we
can observe statistically significant results for the engage and
best criteria. Moreover we can observe some relatively low
p-values for the exciting(≈ .05) criterion. As such, it can be
observed that, compared with the static set-up, the consistent
set-up seems to be perceived as: providing better engage-
ment, having higher quality, and hints at better expressing
in-game excitement. These results seem to reflect those re-
ported in the previous section, showing how the consistent
experimental set-up seems to be better perceived than the
other two game set-ups. We refer the reader to Section 9
for more discussion on the well criterion. The BESD values
highlight that there is a significant increase in preference
for the engage, best, and exciting criteria when using the
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Table 3: Participants’ answers to our criteria when
comparing the random and static set-ups. Also shown
are the p-values, calculated using a two-tailed bino-
mial test, and the Binomial Effect Size Display.
Engage Best Exciting Well
Preferred random 2 2 6 1
Preferred static 5 4 2 1
No preference 2 3 1 7
Total succ+fail 7 6 8 2
Binomial test 1.64E-01 2.34E-01 1.09E-01 5.00E-01
BESD -42.90% -33% 50.00% 0.00%
consistent set-up, although the calculated p-values for the
exciting criterion is not strictly significant.
Random versus Static expression
From our participants, nine were shown the comparison be-
tween the consistent and static set-ups. Table 3 shows no
p-values with strong statistical significance for any criteria.
While the quantity of data collected at the time of this writ-
ing is not sufficient to draw reliable conclusions, they can
help us formulate hypotheses about how the games are dif-
ferently perceived in these two set-ups. It seems that static
music seems to be consideredmore engaging and – to a lesser
degree – have overall better quality than music with random
changes in affective expression. Conversely, it appears that
random changes in affective expression are still perceived as
more supportive to the excitement of the game. Intuitively
we can imagine how participants could have found the static
music less disruptive than the accompaniment presenting
random expressive changes (hence better scores for engage
and best). At the same time, it is likely that at times the ran-
dom changes in expression might have matched (at least in
some sense) the current state of the game or the excitement
perceived by the player, thus leading to a better score for
the random set-up in the exciting criterion. While there is
less evidence than the results discussed in the previous sec-
tions, these hypotheses are corroborated by the BESD values.
Nonetheless, with the current data at our disposal we have
to consider these two set-ups as being relatively equivalent.
9 DISCUSSION
The main questions explored in this study are: can any differ-
ence in player experience be observed when presented with
affective-dynamic music compared to static music, and can
any difference be observed when the music is supporting the
game’s internal narrative/state. An experiment was designed
where participants were tasked with playing two games of
Checkers out of three different experimental set-ups.
The self-reporting task of the experiment showed how
music with affect expression consistent with the game-state
appears to be better perceived than the other two set-ups.
In particular, it was observed that it is perceived as having
better overall quality, leading to a more engaging experience,
and – to a lesser degree – better matching the perceived ex-
citement in the game. The static and the random expression
set-up appear to be more equivalent, although we can ob-
serve some non-significant differences between the two: the
static set-up seems to be generally better perceived (more en-
gaging and overall better quality), while the random set-up
seems to better match the perceived excitement of the game.
We hypothesize that the random set-up has too many dis-
ruptive changes in expression to be particularly liked by the
listener, while the static one by definition does not present
any changes that might match game-play, leading to lower
ratings in regards to excitement criterion. When looking at
the answers for the last criterion (“in which game did the
music better match how well you were playing?”) we find
inconsistent results between each of the groups. This may be
caused by the complexity of the question, which requires the
participant to also evaluate her own game-play performance
in the two games.
A limitation we need to address is that, while it seems
reasonable, there is no assurance that the estimation of va-
lence/arousal (see Section 6) is necessarily correct in express-
ing the game-state. A preliminary study could have been
designed to validate this state-evaluation, for example by
asking expert checkers players to give us an evaluation of
specific states and comparing it to our measurements.
The reader might have been wondering about the choice
of the game of Checkers in this study: why choosing this
classical board-game compared to other games? We thought
Checkers would provide a good first use-case of MetaCom-
pose thanks to its extremely minimal narrative and aesthet-
ics; in fact, when comparing it to similar games like Chess,
Checkers only has two types of pieces and even these pieces
have weaker narrative-intrinsic names: men and kings (in
some languages “ladies”). A natural next step in exploring the
effect of the music generated byMetaCompose on player ex-
perience would be to apply it to an opposite case: a so-called
adventure game (the genre is also referred to as ‘point-and-
click’, from the interaction mode used by classical examples
in this genre). We plan to conduct an analogue experiment
using the adventure game described in the paper Evaluat-
ing musical foreshadowing of video-game narrative experi-
ences [29]. This experiment would focus on observing how
differently people would perceive the game based on three
experimental settings: 1) the background music reflects and
supports the in-game narrative, 2) the changes in mood ex-
pression happen randomly while during game-play, and 3)
the music never changes expression. An additional set-up
that would also be interesting to observe is one presenting
the user with dynamic and adaptive music, but contrasting
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the narrative of the game. This study would not only give us
invaluable insight in the effect of music on narrative percep-
tion, but coupled with the Checkers experiment would create
the basis for analyzing the effect of affective expressive music
in more complex games.
To conclude, via this experiment we found that partici-
pants self-reportedly preferred the dynamic affective music
provided byMetaCompose when trying to reflect the cur-
rent game-state in three out of four criteria. This result is
especially significant for the perceived quality of the music.
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